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• Minimalism is one of the most popular styles in the world today, giving this book a vast market potential
• Almost 40 luxury and novel models are collected here, illustrated and analysed
• An excellent manual for professional designers, teachers, and students
Minimalist homes meet their owners' demands from their spatial environment through simplicity and elegance. The movement
enjoys popularity with today's international communities, and for good reason - modern day life is a bustle, and the concise and
rational artistic language of minimalism creates a tranquil space where people can find peace from the clutter of the world.
Minimalist and Luxury Living Spaces collects thirty-four novel and luxury examples of minimalist housing. A thorough
analysis is provided for each featured living space, making this an excellent manual for professional designers, teachers, and
students.
Mark Rielly is a renowned South African interior architect, known for creating rich, layered residential and leisure interiors
across the globe. After studying architecture and working at SAOTA as a Project Architect for a number of years, his passion
for interior design and for conceptualising and articulating interior spaces, led to the creation of ARRCC interior design studio.
Under his creative design leadership, ARRCC has gained a reputation as a growing international brand, creating some of the
most exclusive interiors in London, New York, Paris, Moscow, Miami, Dubai, Ibiza, Geneva, Dakar, Sydney, Shenzhen and
more. Mark's passion for art and design coupled with his relentless pursuit of perfection is at the core of his successful career.
He inspires those around him and leads them to create exceptional, award winning interiors that capture a design language and
an aesthetic that is distinctively dynamic and resists trends.
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